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Hawthorn?. By Henry James, Jun. (Macmillan & Co.)
I T may, perhaps, be fairly presumed that this memoir
is due rather to the availability of the distinguished
American who prepared it than to any pressing promi-
nence of Hawthorne in the ranks of English men of
letters. But the author of the House of the Seven Galles
is nevertheless one of the half-dozen great imaginative
writers of the United States; and, in any case, it is
matter for congratulation that the task of sketching his
life has fallen to Mr. James. Not only has he that
experience of New England which, as he says, is indis-
pensable to a proper appreciation of the subject, but his
fine rather than forcible literary style is particularly
suited to it. Here and there, indeed, we come upon a
word too rudely earouring of the dictionary, but in no
book, that we have recently read at all events, does one
pause so frequently to note how precisely, with what a
clear-sighted and nice sense of the value of the words,
this or that paragraph is constructed. Mr. James
attaches himself to the life rather than the books of Haw-
thorne, and leaves upon us a vivid impression at last of
that shadow-loving, reticent, diffident personality, pre-
occupied always in imagination with the hard theology
and Puritanic doctrines of the first New Bnglanders.
The pages which treat of Hawthorne's brief sojourn with
the Brook Farm Transcendentalists are full of interest,
especially the reference to Landor's once famous friend,
Margaret Fuller. 'The book is one that will send the
reader to Hawthorne at once, if he does not already
know him. We may note, en passant, that (if we lightly
understand his words) Mr. James docs not seem aware
that Hawthorne's early novel of Fanshawe has been re-
published, and is, we are informed, to be found in the
British .Museum. (This has since been pointed out in
other places, but we leave our notice as first written.)

Calendar of Documents relating to Ireland, preserved in
the PuWc Record Office. Edited by H. S. Sweetman,
B.A. Vol. III. (Published by Direction of the Master
of the Rolls.)

TUE future historian of Ireland will be grateful for the
abridgment of labour secured by a printed summary of
the contents of the Irish Record Office, but these calendars
threaten to form a library of formidable proportions, for
vol. iii. with its 668 pages covers a period of only seven
years, 1285-92, although this is by no means an eventful
period in Irish history. The increase in the bulk of these
calendars is out of. all proportion, for the first volume
covered eighty years, 1171-1251, and the second volume
thirty-four years, 1251-85, whilst the third volume is
indisputably inferior to its predecessors in entries of
Listorical interest.

Lightning Conductors, their History, Nature, and Mode
of Application. By Richard Anderson, F.C.S., F.G.S.
(Spon.)

To most folk lightning conductors are a profound mys-
tery, and those who use them, in nine cases out of ten,
walk as much by faith and as little by knowledge as did
the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's in 1314, when they
Eet up a new cross on their spire, and in it put " multoe
reliquiae sanctorum ad tuitionem campanilis et totius
ajdificii sibi subjecti." A work, therefore, which tells us
what a lightning conductor should be, and what it should
not be is welcome, even though the counsel it gives
for special cases may be summed up in the Abernethyan
prescription, " Take advice." An interesting and fairly
exhaustive history of the early investigations into the
nature of electricity and lightning, and of the gradual
spread and development of the system of protecting
buildings first devised by Franklin, is given, followed by
more technical matter, not the least instructive of which
is the examination of many cases of buildings which

have been injured by lightning in spite of the presence
of conductors. The ignorance of some of those whose
business it is to advise on this subject is astonishing.
The story of the Doncaster wiseacre, who stuck a glass
ball on the top of a spire under the impression that it
would " repel" the lightning, is well known. The light-
ning took the liberty of correcting his error by knocking
the steeple down. That was a long time ago, but even
yet it is common for conductors to be put up with their
efficacy carefully neutralized by passing them through
glass insulators. The book contains some statistical
tables and a very full bibliography of works bearing upon
the subject, the compilation of which must have taken
up much time and patience.

Lyra Apostolica. (Rivington3.)
TnE .value of this compact and elegant little reprint is
enhanced by a postscript to the original preface of 183S.
It bears the well-known.initials " J. H. N.," and gives a
brief account of the first appearance of these poems, now
so familiar to the lovers of the devotional muse.

SPECIAL interest attaches to Part IX. of Grove's
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, for we now have the
editor's most exhaustive life of Mendelssohn completed;
that of Mozart is commenced in the present-number.

MR. ELLIOT STOCK announces a series of Early Re-
prints for English Readers, edited by the Rev. Herbert
E. Reynolds, Librarian of Exeter Cathedral; the first
number will be from John Gerson. Mr. Stock is about
to issue a reproduction of the Eikon Basilihe, with an
extended preface by Mr. Edward Scott, of the British
Museum, and a fac-simile of the unmutilated frontispiece
from the first edition.

MESSRS. LETTS, SON & Co. have sent us three maps,
the first instalment of their Popular A tlas. The printing-
is so clear, and the colouring so good, that we are fain
to express a hope that no unnecessary delay will be
allowed to interpose before the speedy completion of
such an admirable work.
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We must call special attention to the following notice:
ON all communications should be written the name and

address of the sender, not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith.

FREDK. RULE.—No objection certainly; but in
" Authors of Quotations Wanted " it is invariably omitted
to save space.

UNEDA (Philadelphia).—" flu own conviction " would
have been correct, that pronoun being used indifferently.

H. F. W.—A short story entitled "Not in the Pro-
gramme " appeared in One and All for Dec. 27,1879.

ALFRED CHARLES JONAS.—The fact is we'l known to
all students of Pope. ^ -^

C. D.—Arthur, first and last Lord Ranelagh of the
name of Cole, was twice married, but died j . p.

G. S. B.—Not suitable.
J. M. (Ardwick).—Declined with thanks.

yoTios.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The

Editor of ' Notes and Queries '"—Advertisements and
Business Letters to " The Publisher "—at the Office, 20,
Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

We beg leave to state that we decline to return c<m-
munications which, for any reason, we do not print; and
to this rule we can make no exception,


